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Why is OSGi technology 

important?

There are many issues in software development that 

people see as just intrinsic

Coupling

Cohesion

Integration



Granularity

While Object Oriented 

languages like Java 

help

They only help at the 

object and class 

level

There are no higher 

levels of modularity



What is Modularity?

“The property of a system that has been 

decomposed into a set of cohesive and loosely 

coupled modules.” 
engronline.ee.memphis.edu/networkprogram/Lectures/Lecture3/object_terms.htm

“(Desirable) property of a system, such that individual 

components can be examined, modified and 

maintained independently of the remainder of the 

system. Objective is that changes in one part of a 

system should not lead to unexpected behavior in 

other parts.”
www.maths.bath.ac.uk/~jap/MATH0015/glossary.html

http://www.maths.bath.ac.uk/~jap/MATH0015/glossary.html
http://engronline.ee.memphis.edu/networkprogram/Lectures/Lecture3/object_terms.htm
http://engronline.ee.memphis.edu/networkprogram/Lectures/Lecture3/object_terms.htm
http://www.maths.bath.ac.uk/~jap/MATH0015/glossary.html


Open Source Proliferation

Other open source projects consume each other

Commercial software consumes them

Integrating many OS projects is very difficult

Different dependencies of different projects

Conflicts and unexpected failures



JAR Hell!



OSGi is the Solution
A mature, functional and ready-to-use 

technology that can address these issues



OSGi Modularity

Higher level encapsulation

Well specified coupling

Explicit, versioned 

dependencies

Reduced complexity

Component reuse

Solves JAR Hell!



Using OSGi

Simple format: JAR file 

with manifest entries

Easy to deploy

Runs on most VMs 

including older versions

Dynamic 

Like the real world



OSGi is Mature

10 years of experience and improvements

6 releases

The de facto choice for Java components and 

modularity

Used by Eclipse, IBM, Oracle, SpringSource, Sun, 

Redhat, …

Multiple open source implementations



History

R1

R2

R3

R4 V4.0

R4 V4.0.1

R4 V4.1

2000 2001 2003 2005 2006 2007



OSGi Tomorrow

Adoption of OSGi continues to rise

Application servers based upon OSGi are beginning to 

expose the OSGi model to application developers

The OSGi Alliance is continuing to enhance the 

technology and the organization

The future is very bright for OSGi!



Google Trends
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OSGi technology
The Dynamic Module System for Java™



OSGi is

A module system

Bundles

Visibility

Dependencies

Versioning



OSGi is

Dynamic

Installing, starting, 

stopping, updating, 

uninstalling bundles, 

all dynamically at 

runtime



OSGi is

Service oriented

Services can be 

registered and 

consumed inside a 

VM

All dynamically at 

runtime



OSGi Service Platform

A set of specifications

Core specifications

Compendium 

specifications

Compendium 

specifications are all 

optional



Core  Specifications



Module Layer

General purpose and standardized solution for Java 

modularization

Fully supports dynamism of higher layers

Bundles can share Java packages in a well-defined 

way

Export and Import packages

Packages and Bundles are versioned



Lifecycle Layer

Provides APIs to control the life cycle of bundles

Install/Update/Uninstall/Start/Stop

Lifecycle event notifications

API provides information on state of module layer

Supports dynamic management of bundles in 

running VM



Service Layer

Defines a publish/find/bind service model

Fully dynamic

Intra VM

Lifecycle event notifications

Non-durable service registry

A service is a POJO published under one or more Java 

interface (or class) names with additional key/value pair 
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Release 4 Version 4.2
Enterprise Focus



Highlights

RFC 119 Distributed OSGi

RFC 120 Permission Management Enhancement

RFC 121 Bundle Tracker

RFC 124 Blueprint (Spring Dynamic Modules)

RFC 126 Service Hooks

RFC 132 Framework launching

RFC 138 Multiple Frameworks in a VM



RFC 119 Distributed OSGi

Discovering and using services in remote OSGi 

frameworks

Expose services for remote use



RFC 120 Permission 

Management Enhancement

Allow permission 

management to be 

simplified by declaring 

denied permissions

ALLOW/DENY model

like Apache httpd



RFC 121 Bundle Tracker

Track bundles based 

upon bundle state! 

Like ServiceTracker 

but for bundles

For Extender Pattern



RFC 124 Blueprint

A richer DI runtime for 

OSGi

from Spring Dynamic 

Modules

Complements 

Declarative Services



RFC 126 Service Hooks

A new mechanism to 

observe and react to 

service operations

Publish, Find, Listen

Can be used to “hide” 

services from bundles

Used by RFC 119 ! 



RFC 132 Framework 

Launching

Create, configure, 

launch, manage and 

shutdown an OSGi 

framework instance!  



RFC 138 Multiple 

Frameworks in a VM
Allow multiple 

frameworks to function 

in a single VM

Peers(heterogeneous), 

parent/child 

(homogeneous)

Scoping for stack 

products and 

applications



Beyond 4.2

Framework 2.0

Modernize API

JSR 294 support

Support 1.x bundles
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OSGi Alliance

Founded in March 1999

Independent, worldwide, non-profit organization with 

open membership

Fair, open, and democratic governance with uniform 

licensing terms

http://www.osgi.org

http://www.osgi.org
http://www.osgi.org


OSGi Alliance Objectives

To specify, create, advance, and promote an open 

service platform for the delivery and management of 

multiple applications and services to all types of 

networked devices in home, vehicle, mobile, enterprise 

and other environments

Open specification participation and process

Market and ISV education programs for widespread 

adoption



OSGi Alliance Membership

Full members

31

Associate Adopters

11

Supporters

54



New Membership Structure

OSGi is in progress to create new membership tiers

Different prices for different benefits

More options for companies and individuals to 

participate in the expert groups at lower price levels

Look for this to be announced next year for the OSGi 

Alliance’s 10th anniversary!



Thank you!




